
 
 

 2017 Project Support II – Panel Results and Comments 

 Campus District, Incorporated 

 
  

 

Your Project Title: Lighting Up the Arts 

Your Project Summary: Campus District, Inc. (CDI) has engaged in an extensive neighborhood process to 

develop priorities for the Superior Arts District. Through this process stakeholders identified branding of 

the neighborhood with artistic lighting and large-scale art and as top priority. Lighting up the Arts will 

combine light and art to shine a spotlight on downtown’s art district through lighting existing art, creating 

a pathway of light along Superior Ave. and celebrating the initiative through a public event. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel found that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application 

that the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5000 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     

Samuel Sellers 
(Brooklyn, NY) 

Grace Kewl-Durfey 
(Fort Lauderdale, FL) 

Jared Shenk  
(St. Paul, MN) 

Lindsay So 
(Philadelphia, PA) 

Miguel Rodriguez 
(Boston, MA) 

 

Below you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the question: 

With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s three 

funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin    Roshi Ahmadian 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     rahmadian@cacgrants.org 

 216-515-8303 x101   216-515-8303 x109  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2017%20PS%20II%20Panel%20Guide%20for%20Web%20with%20Panelists.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: Public benefit is clear, the strongest aspect is the inclusion of those receiving homeless services 

as part of the public input process. Please ensure that this piece does not get lost; there are several moving 

parts to this project and there's a chance that this might happen, especially if obtaining feedback becomes 

challenging.  There is an opportunity to open doors for the arts through this.  A suggestion is to have artists 

participate in the outreach with the Ministry and Frontline, as well as the Cleveland Institute's professors 

and students. They need to design from a standpoint that includes input from those who are often 

excluded - perhaps a story exchange could be arranged; deeper interaction may inspire designers; if 

they've never interacted with individuals/organizations within the homeless sector, how can they design 

for an area that is a service hub, include those who serve and are being served. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: This proposal meets funding criteria. This proposal was very well articulated, with a clear focus 

on the Superior Arts District. The program lists the specific three ways in which the project will create new 

art, protect/enhance existing art, and ultimately strengthen the community's brand.  Very unique and 

focused project with specific goals and a clear timeline on how they will be evaluated. The project budget 

is strong and well presented with 0% of the funding going towards administrative costs. Yes! 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: CDI has composed an application that is a reflection of innovation, artistic vibrance and 

community collaboration. This project's scope, both in concept and construction, meet the funding criteria 

for CAC grant funding. "Lighting Up the Arts" has potentially expansive and lasting community benefits, 

highlighting already-existing resources and successes while scaffolding growth and appreciation, with 

further intentions around public safety, historical preservation and celebration. Successful crowdsourcing 

as a funding stream also indicates community support to me, and the supplemental materials provide a 

comprehensive textural look into projects completed and the future vision. This application is replete with 

CAC maxims and CDI has done due diligence to include and benefit critical community members on all 

levels. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 4 
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Comment: Yes, this applicant meets the funding criteria. You are in a unique position in a community in 

the balance between redevelopment and gentrification, and you have demonstrated how you will engage 

both artists and homeless populations in the community, and the overlap between those vibrant 

communities, to create something that will benefit the public (based off feedback from your research). I 

have no reservations about funding this project, but I do have one thought to keep in mind: your Lighting 

Up the Arts event should happen at a time when homeless populations can attend. Many shelters require 

that residents report by a certain time of day, so you may want to consider that when planning logistics. 

Your project is rooted in the cultural vibrancy of the community as a center for the arts, and how you will 

use that as a bridge between community members. And the inclusion of your guidebook demonstrates 

your organizational structure to carry out these plans. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The applicant demonstrates evidence that its project meets the funding criteria. The project 

items and its many phases are a direct result of input from and planning with community members, and 

the implementation of the project phases still involve these members and branch out to include those 

being served by social service organizations. This reflects meaningful relationship with stakeholders and 

ensuring that their work is accessible to the public. The project will engage qualified artists to energize 

the neighborhood as a cohesive arts district, responding to their strategic planning with creative solutions 

to raise the visibility of existing assets and make them community identifiers. Organizationally, their goals 

and defined progress were results-oriented rather than impact-oriented. Having done the work in the 

strategic plan, they already know what they would like to achieve with this work, and should've included 

that. Staff wise, I was unable to determine if they have the capacity for such a project, however they have 

a clear timeline and realistic milestones for accomplishing the project. 

 

 

Panelist 5 


